
Rev. 6:2    I looked, and there before me was a white 
horse! Its rider held a bow, and he was given a crown, 
and he rode out as a conqueror bent on conquest.

Three key words separating first horseman from the 
others: white, bow & crown.   But this is a Greek text, so 
we need to look at the Greek.
Greek to English-

“And I looked and behold a horse white and the sitting 
on it having a bow and was given to him a crown and he 
went forth overcoming and that he might conquer.”

Bow in Greek is TOXON.  It shoots arrows.  Arrows in 
history were used to deliver poisons at victims.  I was 
informed only hours ago that Pastor Steve has already 
made the connection to toxin.

Crown in Greek is CORONA.  Although the term corona 
was first used in English in the 1500s, it was borrowed 
directly from the Latin word for “crown.”

Horses are symbols for rapid delivery and this one was 
white.  

Summary of First Seal/White Horseman
A WORLDWIDE EVENT [broken seal] RAPIDLY [horse/
bow & arrow] POISONS VICTIMS EMPOWERING 
[crown] THE POISONERS [represented in white].

The Four Horsemen are world events, the beginning of 
the breaking of the Seven Seals.  And the seals need be 
broken to usher in the reign of Apollyon.  In Revelation 
9:11 we read- 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=OhWOUBf3YF0&t=551s


“And they had a king over them, which is the angel of 
the bottomless pit, whose name in the Hebrew tongue is 
Abaddon, but in the Greek tongue hath his name 
Apollyon.”

Apollyon, or DESTROYER, is believed by many to be 
same as Apollon, or Apollo, the Greek god.  In fact, 
Apollo’s throne is mentioned by Pausanius as having 
been built around the 6th century BC.  Here is a picture.  
Notice Apollo stands holding a bow with no arrows.  

The apocalyptic narrative is of the SEALS being broken 
to open the gate of the Abyss.  The objective here is to 
RELEASE APOLLYON.  

Who Was the Ancient Apollo?

god of ARCHERY

His arrows spread pestilence [Homer’s Iliad, the Greeks 
were assailed by a plague sent by Apollo. Homer’s 
details are realistic: first to sicken from Apollo’s “black 
arrows” were the pack animals and dogs; then the men 
began to die]

god of PROPHECY and oracles [Revelation is a 
prophetic text].  Oracle of Apollo.

God of HEALING, PLAGUE and DISEASE

He was anciently called, The Physician

Common theme of Apollo is the ‘protection of children.’  



His wife was named Coronis [CORONA]

By Coronis he had a son named ASCLEPIUS [god of 
MEDICINE].  Here is a picture of the symbol of 
Asclepius.

Asclepius was educated by Chiron [the Hand], a WHITE 
centaur.  Half horse, half man, the centaurs were known 
for their mastery of the BOW and ARROW.  The phrase 
Four Horseman is not found in the Bible, but is a 
description assigned to the first four seals.  In Greek the 
word RIDER is not found but interjected in the 
translations.  The First Horseman is most likely Apollo as 
centaur, a hybrid.  

The Hippocratic Oath [hippo means HORSE] began with 
the invocation, "I swear by Apollo the Physician…”  This 
oath is ancient and a hallmark of today’s medical 
profession.  

Revelation 18:23 Condemnation
…for thy merchants were the great men of the earth; for 
by thy sorceries were all nations deceived.

The Greek word for ‘sorceries’ here is pharmekaia

PHARMACEIA (Pharmakeia), the nymph of a well with 
poisonous powers.

Words like  pharmacy, pharmaceuticals and pharmacist 
(G5332) are all rooted in the Greek word, Pharmakeia.

The Strongs Concordance number G5331, describes 
Pharmakeia as magic, sorcery, enchantment, occultism, 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=OhWOUBf3YF0&t=1103s


witchcraft and the use of drugs, poison, spells or 
medicine  

What Opened My Eyes?
Job, suffering boils, in chapters 16 and 17 says- 

His archers compass me round about, he cleaveth my 
reins asunder, and doth not spare; he poureth out my 
gall upon the ground.  He breaketh me with breach upon 
breach, he runneth upon me like a giant.  My breath is 
corrupt, my days are extinct, the graves are ready for 
me.

Here is what I read- ARCHERS are sickness/boils, 
CLEAVETH MY REINS is stomach sickness and REINS is 
horse symbolism, POURETH OUT MY GALL is vomiting, 
BREAKETH me [breaking the Seal], running upon me 
like a GIANT [pharmaceutical giant].  MY BREATH IS 
CORRUPT [pulmonary covid complications], the 
GRAVES are ready for me [Hell and DEATH follows in the 
Seals].  

Irra Epos

In Akkadian cuneiform tablets of the Irra Epos we find 
that this god shoots arrows that cause pestilence.  In 
fact, in the Irra tablets we find many of the very things 
mentioned in the Book of Revelation.  

Babylon, the Seven who were created in ancient times 
by Anu [the Eighth], these Seven being terrifying and 
destructive and given power to DESTROY the world.  
These Seven are feared by the survivors of the Flood 



and they are said to be a different group that the IGIGI 
and ANUNNA in the ancient tablets. 

This is what the Revelation record says- (Rev. 17:10-13) 
SEVEN KINGS of the EIGHTH.

Calendar Round of ancient time-keeping systems was 
20 years.  The Sumerian sexagesimal system was 
divided in 20 year segments as was the Mayan Long-
Count and the Aztec Calendar, called the Calendar 
Round.  It was a cycle carefully watched because it’s 
end was often disastrous.   Prophetic texts tell us the 
Last Days will be like then days of Noah, and in his days 
this system was observed.  So it’s not hard to see that 
2020 is exactly 20 years before 2040, the next Phoenix 
year.  

The Ritual

 

2012 Olympics Opening Ceremony in London show with 
HOSPITAL BEDS (July 27th, 2012)

2012 Olympics Closing Ceremony in London showed 
the PHOENIX (August 12th, 2012)



“I CAN’T BREATHE!”  George Floyd (Floyd death- May 
25th died.  

January 14th the show Black Clover debuted an episode 
titled, Breaking the Seal, a TV program about the Devil’s 
Soul Word Magic

CDC on January 21st confirms the first case of the 
Corona virus

January 24th, 2020 this song is released.  Breaking The 
Seal by Ghost In The Machine  weird, AI generated? 
Music

Jan 24, 2020 — NASA's Stennis Space Center will host 
a Day of Remembrance ceremony memorializing crew 
members of the Apollo 1

Jan 30th the WHO declared coronavirus a public health 
emergency

In January 2020 the famous statue of Apollo Belvedere 
was restored and repaired in the Octogonal Court of 
Vatican Museums, Italy.


